
A review: Toggl Time Tracker
by Tara-Tamiko

The beauty of Toggl is in its simplicity. There are no bells and whistles because
frankly, you don’t need them. Many complain that the downloadable programme
is the same as the Web interface. Well, I’m here to tell you that’s great, no
distractions necessary, start the timer, get on with what you’re doing, and stop
the timer when you’re done. 

Toggl: your one-click time tracking tool to keep you on track
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With Toggl, you can:

Track your time and see cool visual reports
See an analysis of the time you spend on tasks on a daily, weekly or
monthly basis
Gain better insight into the way you work

From logging in your studying hours, tracking time spent on work projects, or
even your Facebook time, Toggl timer will help you.

What you’ll love

If you forget to start the timer, simply go back and add the approximate start
time. You can colour code your ‘projects’ (tasks) to help visualise where your
time is spent. For example:

Red for household duties
Blue for work
Green for your studies and so on

This nifty little timer will work offline and sync to your account the moment
you’re back online. For a free tool, you can’t complain, as for no extra cost you
have the choice to export your tracked time to Excel or PDF. Convenient if you
have to hand in a time sheet!

Toggl is a sophisticated yet simple Web tool, which also has
a free desktop version for Windows and Mac. What's more,
you can get a mobile app version for Android and iOS. It's
suitable for whatever task you're doing, whether it's studying,
working or messing around online.

Toggl your life

GET IT NOW�



What you won’t like

You could end up spending so much time setting up your projects with the
colour coding system and even the tagging system you end up in a pickle. So
don’t! If you’re a multi-tasker, you may find it irritating having to stop and start
the time. Hint: You need Toggl.

Pros & Cons

� Free reports 
� Add time later if you forget 
� Colour codes 
� Tagging could slow you down

Is this something you that could help keep track of your day? Tweet
me your thoughts on Toggl and let me know how you keep track of your
tasks.



Alarmed App review: A nag you will absolutely love
by Tara-Tamiko

Alarmed is the perfect productivity app if you’re a ‘hit-the-snooze-button’ type

of person. Using the full arsenal of iOS gestures: tap, long tap, double tap, spin,

swipe. Alarmed is a sexy feature heavy alarm, reminder and timer app rolled

into one. What's more, it will nag you until kingdom come, but you'll appreciate

it!

Alarmed at a glance

This is NOT a sponsored post and does NOT contain any affiliate links. I am not

compensated for writing this review. See Disclaimer
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Alarmed - Full Review

Nag, nag, nag

You can set your reminder to nag you after you’ve hit snooze. This feature can

be set for every minute or every hour. Unlike a regular alarm clock, it won't

automatically come off snooze until you dismiss the reminder entirely.

What I love the most about the nag feature is that it comes in handy if I'm on a

call or in a meeting at the time of my reminder. It's all so easy to check the box

when you're preoccupied with something. By setting the nag feature to every

one minute, I avoid this problem and never forget a task.

Repeat scheduling (paid feature)

For all your needs, Alarmed has it all! You have options of repeating daily,

weekly, monthly or yearly. Standard, right? Then it goes further to give you the

same option, but you choose the interval time which can be up to 99 days.

And the beauty of this powerful repeat scheduling is, you can set it to

complete forever or for a certain period only, all in a simple tappity tap tap! 

DayMinder (paid feature) 
This is an invaluable feature that helps me to remember to do daily routine

Alarmed is an iOS productivity app perfectly designed for

procrastinators and list makers. It's a productivity app that

comes with bells and whistles that make perfect sense.

Simple in design, but powerful in performance, Alarmed

contains features that will keep you focused on what needs

doing with its unique nagging feature.

A must have

GET IT FREE�

Onscreen help

Updates & support



tasks that need to be done throughout the day more than once. I simply set my

reminder to start at a specific time and the DayMinder alerts me at certain

intervals throughout the day.

For example, I create a reminder to drink a glass of water starting at 9am. I

then set the DayMinder to remind me every hour for 8 hours .

You can use this for tasks like checking your emails every 3 hours, watering

the plants or even as an extended nag feature for a high priority task. Either

way, it's a functionality I've yet to see in any other app.

What you’ll love about Alarmed

Interacting with each reminder is a piece of cake

There’s a drop down panel to access key features:

nagging

postponing a reminder

adding a note

You can also pause and resume a reminder by tapping on the on/off

button

You’ll appreciate the timer function which accepts multiple timers,

including counting up as well as counting down.

What you won’t like

The sounds are a bit annoying and could do with some more modern

tunes, perhaps even the ability to add your own

Tagging could be better, currently it’s practically non-existent, so you’re

not able to group or search for certain types of reminders

Adding a calendar or clock display functionality would make Alarmed

chicken dinner winner

If you're using the GTD approach to productivity, you may find some

limitations, but as an accompaniment to another tool, you can't go wrong

App Update & Support

I am diligent about using tools and apps that are updated frequently and

despite this app not being updated since September 2013, I still highly

recommend Alarmed. The support from the developer @yoctoville is fast and

friendly and he assures his loyal followers that the next version is coming soon

and it will be awesome!



Pros & Cons

� A whole host of features, including a good nagging feature 

� Usability is a delightful doddle 

� A multi-functional productivity app for tasks, reminders and focus 

� Lacks a robust tagging system 

� Sounds are plentiful but a tad annoying 

� No calendar or clock display

Is Alarmed the type of productivity app you would use? Which reminders app

do you use? Tweet me!
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"So Many Things, So Little Time"

THE VERDICT

Things is a to-do list app, a 'get things done' app and a tracker app, all in one. If you’re

looking for something simple which requires little thought from you, this will not be your cup

of tea.

You will need to have an organized mind to set up your projects and tasks using the

tagging, recurring and area functionality. But if you want to manage all your projects in one

handy app, and are willing to input your goals, tasks and projects, then you can’t go wrong

with Things.

THE PROS

Things is more than capable of handling detailed projects. It interacts super well with your

iPhone, notably, the integration with Reminders which means you can still use Siri. If you

get stuck with anything, there’s a comprehensive tutorial available, which includes videos.

THE CONS

It’s expensive, perhaps a bit too expensive given there are other apps out there that offer

what they do for free.

by Tara , Appszoom

Mar 25, 2015
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"Automate your life and go with the flow"

THE VERDICT

If, like me, you use your iPhone to carry out the same tasks over and over again, then you need
this app in your life. Users of IFTTT and Zapier will instantly understand how this works.
Basically, Workflow combines actions to complete tasks. No programming skills needed, but you
will feel like a programmer. We just wish you could save your workflows, perhaps in the next
version, we’ll be able to.

THE PROS

There are over 220 actions you can create, and there is also a community of Workflow users.
And the interface makes you feel like you’re playing a game, that’s how easy it is to get around
the app. What’s more, there’s a gallery of workflows for you to play around with; basically, you
can’t mess anything up.

THE CONS

You can’t save your workflows, nor can you sync to Dropbox or iCloud. This isn’t a good thing
given that you’re paying a great deal, and investing some time in creating your workflows.
Speaking of paying, it's a little bit expensive, considering you can't back up your workflows. The
developers could also consider allowing users to try it out for a limited period first.

by Tara , Appszoom
Mar 24, 2015


